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It is a well known fact that Roger James Hamilton has carved a niche for himself in the world of
wealth creation. And he has done that by giving theories that have been called the watershed
theories in the world of wealth creation. And there is a valid reason behind this acme that he has
reached today. He was the only person who realized that there is a direct relation between the
nature that is the all powerful thing in the world and the creation of the concept of wealth creation
that is a fragment of creation of the nature. But what befuddles the rest if the world is that why such
an important relation was not even touched upon or rather thought by the so called mandarins,
experts, and the decision makers who were at the helm of affairs of the world economy. It was
something that was not only important but rather the lifeline of all the wealth creation activities that
people from all the echelons f society in almost all across the world are concerned.

But Roger James Hamilton realized it only after going through the worst times in his life. And those
worst times fell upon him because he was simply following the diktats of the present day economic
system. But once he broke away from that system which according to him was nothing more than a
stale system that would keep on collapsing time and time again and the surgeries would be kept on
performing on it. But for how long that would last. Ultimately a search would have to begin to replace
the existing system with a newer one which cannot guarantee a better replace meant than the
present one. But Roger has already slowly but steadily announced the arrival of a system that can
never fail any individual, business houses, or even big corporations. All of his theories like the
wealth dynamics, the wealth spectrum,  and the much appreciated theory of talent dynamics points
towards only one thing and that is that before embarking on the journey of wealth creation it is
mandatory that the flow of nature that is hidden deep within  the person is brought to the fore.

And once that happens the man chasing wealth like a hound would realize that it was nothing more
than a futile chase that would have ended with lots of wealth but would not guarantee you a life that
is free of hard work, misery and lots of down turns. But if an individual has with the help of Roger
James Hamilton realized his natural flow, the path to wealth and riches would unfold it without taxing
you on anything that you love.
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